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Overview 

You will be performing close reading of a Shakespearean sonnet of your choice.  In a series of related 

paragraphs, your essay will consider the sonnet from a variety of angles, including overall meaning, 

grammar/sentence structure, and larger-scale issues such as figurative language and tone. You will work 

independently and non-collaboratively and all work all the time will always adhere to standards of academic 

honesty specified by CCSD and class policy. 

Brainstorming and Outlining Directions 

1. Select a Shakespearean sonnet of your choice from the following list: 

 Period 1 – Sonnets 1-50 http://poetry.eserver.org/sonnets/ 

 Period 2 – Sonnets 51-100 http://poetry.eserver.org/sonnets/ 

 Period 3 – Sonnets 101-154  http://poetry.eserver.org/sonnets/ 

NOTE: You may not use sonnet 143. 

 

NOTE: No sonnet may be done by more than one person. 

 

2. Learn what the sonnet means.  Be prepared to discuss what EVERY WORD means in this sonnet.   

3. Identify the sonnet’s rhyme, meter, volta, diction, sentence structure, uses of figurative language, and 

theme. 

4. Begin a rough outline of your essay.  The paragraphs you will write are as follows.  Please give each 

paragraph a separate heading in your essay (see example). 

Honors will write FOUR body paragraphs; regular will write THREE. 

5. NO outsides sources other than the sonnet should be used.  Cite all references to the sonnet.  Other 

than a dictionary and Warriner’s Handbook, please do NOT read or use outside sources in the 

development of this paper at all. 

NOTE: YOUR FINAL PRODUCT SHOULD NOT SOUND LIKE A CHECKLIST OF ITEMS. 

The information below is to give you a basic sense of information you should have in your paragraphs.  Please 

include all or most of this information (as applicable) in a reasonable, logical order.   

I. Sonnet and Introduction Paragraph 

a. Please reproduce your sonnet at the top of the page. 

1. Introduction: Thesis statement – author, poem title, theme. 

II. Paraphrase and Overview Paragraph 

a. Give overview of the sonnet’s meaning – beginning, middle, and end. 

b. Decide where the volta is and argue why this line is the turning point. 

c. Describe the conclusion of the sonnet and resolution of the poet’s problem. 

d. Use sonnet terminology such as octave, quatrain, sestet, tercet, couplet, and volta where 

appropriate to do so. 

III. Rhyme and Meter Paragraph 

a. Identify and discuss the rhyme scheme. 

i. Is this Italianate or Shakespearean?  How do you know? 

b. Identify and discuss the meter. 

i. Does the sonnet “break” iambic pentameter at any point? 

http://poetry.eserver.org/sonnets/
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ii. Why does it do so? What are the reasons for this break? 

IV. Grammar and Sentence Structure Paragraph – HONORS ONLY.  REGULAR DOES NOT 

HAVE TO DO THIS PARAGRAPH. 

a. How many sentences are there? 

i. What kinds of sentences – declarative, interrogative, imperative, exclamatory – 

are there? 

1. Is there a reason – aside from the absolutely obvious ones like, “The poet 

wants to ask a question” -- why the poet uses one form over another, or 

why he changes from one form to another? 

b. Is the syntax unusual in any way? 

i. Is there a reason why the poet would choose to write in an unexpected or 

nontraditional syntax? 

c. Are the sentences short or long? 

i. Is there a sentence that deviates from a “norm” established in the sonnet by being 

very long or very short? 

1. Is there a reason why the poet would choose to vary his norm? 

V. Diction, Figurative Language, and Tone Paragraph 

a. Discuss the words.  

i. Are there words that seem unusual for the context? 

ii. Are there words with multiple possible meanings?   

1. How do these multiple meanings change or expand the reader’s 

understanding of the poem? 

iii. Are there words which strike the reader as odd or unusual?   

1. Why would the author have chosen an odd or unusual word here? 

b. What figurative language has the author used?  Identify the type of figure of speech. 

i. Why did the author make that specific comparison?  How does it change or 

enlarge our understanding of his meaning/ 

c. What specific tone (DESCRIBE IT, PLEASE!) does the author use? 

i. Why that tone? 

ii. Does the author’s tone change at any point? 

iii. Why does it change? 

VI. Conclusion– Restate thesis and reflect on the larger issues raised by the work. 

Essay Specifications 

 Your essay will have all specified paragraphs.   

 Paragraphs will consist of at least 4 or more sentences at a bare minimum. 

 Your text will adhere to MLA style guidelines. 

 Your essay will provide in-text citation using MLA style. 

 Your essay will contain multiple quotations per body paragraph. 

 Quotations will be accompanied by any necessary context and abundant analysis. 

 Your essay will be written at the 11th-grade level and will be thoroughly proofread with no obvious 

errors. 

 You will use at least 3 transitions per paragraph.  See http://msburkeenglish.wordpress.com;how-to-

write-stuff/294-2/ 

http://msburkeenglish.wordpress.com;how-to-write-stuff/294-2/
http://msburkeenglish.wordpress.com;how-to-write-stuff/294-2/
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 All work for all assignments all the time will adhere to the CCSD Code of Honor and the classroom 

policy on academic honesty. 

 This is independent, non-collaborative work, as is almost all work done in this class. 

 Please do NOT use outside sources other than the sonnet, a dictionary, or Warriner’s Handbook, if 

necessary.  If any source is used, it must be cited, or it will be considered plagiarized. 

 

Example Essay – Please Follow This Template! 

This example essay has been provided for you as a helpful example of the kind of writing I am looking 

for in this assignment.  Please follow it closely.  Pay attention to how lines are quoted, broken up, cited, 

or otherwise dealt with. 

 

Sonnet 143 

Lo! as a careful housewife runs to catch 

One of her feather'd creatures broke away, 

Sets down her babe and makes all swift dispatch 

In pursuit of the thing she would have stay, 

Whilst her neglected child holds her in chase, 

Cries to catch her whose busy care is bent 

To follow that which flies before her face, 

Not prizing her poor infant's discontent; 

So runn'st thou after that which flies from thee, 

Whilst I thy babe chase thee afar behind; 

But if thou catch thy hope, turn back to me, 

And play the mother's part, kiss me, be kind: 

So will I pray that thou mayst have thy 'Will,' 

If thou turn back, and my loud crying still. 

 

Introduction and Thesis  

 

 Maybe there are more pathetic speakers than the narrator of William Shakespeare’s “Sonnet 

143” – certainly there are more pitiable figures in Shakespeare’s tragedies – but the speaker’s self-

deprecating plea for a distracted woman to love him suggests that love is an emotion that reduces at 

least some of us to humiliate ourselves.  Throughout the poem, the rhyme, meter, grammar, diction, 

figurative language, and tone suggest that love is a prize we will pay any price for, even when that 

price includes our own sense of self-worth. 

 

Paraphrase and Overview 

In the beginning of “Sonnet 143,” the poem opens by making an extended comparison between 

a woman the speaker loves and a “careful housewife” who “sets down her babe” as she “runs to catch / 

One of her feather’d creatures broke away” (1-3), possibly a domestic bird like a chicken or duck.  

Having put her baby down to chase after the escaped bird, the housewife, “not prizing her poor infant’s 

discontent” (8) runs ahead of her “neglected child” (5) who chases her while she herself chases the bird, 

“follow[ing] that which flies before her face” (7).  Throughout the unbroken octave of this sonnet in 

what seems a rather vicious cycle, both the child and the woman pursue a creature neither one can 

chase down.  In the middle of the sonnet, the speaker makes the comparison to his beloved explicit, 

saying that she, like the housewife, runs after “that which flies from [her]” (9), leaving the speaker to 
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cry after her like the “babe”(3) who chases his mother.  Clearly, the speaker is in love with a woman 

who pursues something – or more likely, someone else, not loving the speaker as much as she loves the 

person she pursues.  Next, the volta, or turning-point, of the sonnet comes in line 11, but it is here the 

speaker appears most pathetic when he says, “But if thou catch thy hope, turn back to me / And play 

the mother’s part, kiss me, be kind” (11-12), essentially saying a statement to the effect of, “I know you 

love someone else, but when you’re done with him – or he’s done with you -- I’ll still be waiting here 

for you.  Just call me.  Please.”  Ultimately, the sonnet concludes with the speaker’s wish that his love 

might “have her Will”(13) that is, achieve her desire, provided only that she “turn back,” comfort him, 

and “still” his loud crying(14). 

  

Rhyme and Meter 

 Interestingly, this sonnet, generally written in the classic Shakespearean style with an 

ABAB…GG rhyme scheme, begins by violating one of the major rules of sonnet writing.  In short, the 

sonnet “breaks” with standard iambic pentameter by stressing the first syllable, the word “Lo,” 

meaning behold (1).  Clearly, the speaker desperately wants to call the reader’s attention to his 

circumstance immediately, begging us to look at him, behold him in this somewhat ludicrous love 

triangle (or love relay race?) in which he finds himself.  The “rule-breaking” here suggests that this 

situation is somewhat illicit or even unnatural, as the woman herself is the pursuer of (one presumes) 

another man – certainly a violation of Renaissance expectations for women’s behavior.  The speaker 

“breaks the rules” again in line 6, putting the stress on “cries,” the first word of the line, resulting in a 

double-emphasis on the two words “catch her,” which seems appropriate here.  The stressed words 

magnify and underline the speaker’s grief, his feeling that he is neglected, and his desire to “catch her,” 

his fleeing beloved.  However, the speaker’s desperate, urgent tone is most evident in two lines in 

which he does not break the iambic rhythm: lines 11- 12: “But if thou catch thy hope, turn back to me 

/And play the mother's part, kiss me, be kind.”  Not surprisingly, the iambic rhythm lands its stress on 

the crucial word for the speaker – the word me.  “Turn back to me,” he says, adding, “kiss me” – not 

another man, not that other person who “flies before [your] face”(7), but me. 

 

Grammar and Sentence Structure 

 Though many Elizabethan sonnets consist of four sentences (usually three for the three 

ABAB… quatrains, and one concluding sentence at the couplet), Shakespeare’s “Sonnet 143” is one long 

declarative sentence from beginning to end, a sentence that begins with a comparison and concludes 

only when the poem itself comes to a close.  The effect on the reader is one of breathlessness, as if the 

poem had to emerge in one long exhalation – an effect that seems appropriate given that the central 

analogy in the poem is about a desperate chase for an elusive goal.  The syntax immediately leaves the 

reader “hanging,” metaphorically speaking, as the speaker begins with the comparison-word “as,” but 

does not conclude the idea “as what?” until line 9, late in the sonnet, when we hear the balancing 

“so…”(9) that makes the comparison clear: the “careful housewife”(1) is his beloved who chases an 

unreachable goal; the speaker is the crying child she leaves behind.  The suspense here tightens the 

poem; the readers are left hanging, in suspense about the outcome, a situation that echoes the speaker’s 

own uncertain state. 

 

Diction, Figurative Language, and Tone 

 The diction in Shakespeare’s “Sonnet 143” is remarkably simple, straightforward, and direct, in 

keeping with the homely barnyard comparison the speaker introduces as the initial comparison of the 

poem.  However, several words immediately strike the reader’s notice as being curiously chosen, 
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specifically two: the author’s pleading request for his beloved to “play the mother’s part” (12) and his 

desire for her to “have [her] Will” (14).  The speaker, bereft by his beloved’s possible infatuation with 

another man or another person whom she fruitlessly pursues, begs her to return to him – but does so in 

a way suggesting at least some degree of inappropriate relationship: rather than acting as a beloved or a 

wife, she is to “play the mother’s part, kiss [him], be kind” (12).  The word “mother” in this context 

underscores the speaker’s helplessness, certainly – he is like a child utterly dependent on his mother for 

love and nurture – but it also suggests an illicit relationship, one that violates social conventions or 

norms.  The speaker’s figurative language here is also revealing: he hopes that she may have her “will” 

(13), a word that means “desire.”  At least in one sense, the speaker seems to hope that his beloved 

achieves her desire, gets what she wants – but the absolutely transparent pun on the author’s name 

“Will(iam)” suggests instead that he hopes she gets him, that he is what she truly desires, her “Will” as 

well as her “will” – and hopes she gets it only “if [she] turn[s] back” and “still[s]” his “loud crying” 

(14) with her attention and her love.  The tone here is archly knowing, a contrast to the tone of 

desperation that tends to deepen the emotional register of the poem before this point.  In the end, the 

speaker suggests – or at least wants to believe -- he’s all the guy she needs. 

 

Conclusion 

Ultimately, love makes fools of us all, Shakespeare suggests, and if we do not run around like 

chickens with our heads off, we at least run around after them, chasing after that which flies before us 

only to miss our desires again and again.  Love, the speaker insists, costs us our self-worth and makes 

both the lover and beloved look foolish – one running in silly pursuit, the other crying behind.  Only in 

his poem can the speaker imagine that his beloved will turn back to him and regard him as the 

fulfillment of her desires, the “Will” she’s wanted the whole time. 

  

 

   

 

  


